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Abstract

In Drosophila, multiple lines of evidence converge in suggesting that beneficial substitutions to the genome may be
common. All suffer from confounding factors, however, such that the interpretation of the evidence—in particular,
conclusions about the rate and strength of beneficial substitutions—remains tentative. Here, we use genome-wide
polymorphism data in D. simulans and sequenced genomes of its close relatives to construct a readily interpretable
characterization of the effects of positive selection: the shape of average neutral diversity around amino acid substitutions.
As expected under recurrent selective sweeps, we find a trough in diversity levels around amino acid but not around
synonymous substitutions, a distinctive pattern that is not expected under alternative models. This characterization is richer
than previous approaches, which relied on limited summaries of the data (e.g., the slope of a scatter plot), and relates to
underlying selection parameters in a straightforward way, allowing us to make more reliable inferences about the
prevalence and strength of adaptation. Specifically, we develop a coalescent-based model for the shape of the entire curve
and use it to infer adaptive parameters by maximum likelihood. Our inference suggests that ,13% of amino acid
substitutions cause selective sweeps. Interestingly, it reveals two classes of beneficial fixations: a minority (approximately
3%) that appears to have had large selective effects and accounts for most of the reduction in diversity, and the remaining
10%, which seem to have had very weak selective effects. These estimates therefore help to reconcile the apparent conflict
among previously published estimates of the strength of selection. More generally, our findings provide unequivocal
evidence for strongly beneficial substitutions in Drosophila and illustrate how the rapidly accumulating genome-wide data
can be leveraged to address enduring questions about the genetic basis of adaptation.
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Introduction

A central challenge of evolutionary biology is to elucidate the

nature of adaptive changes to the genome: do they comprise a

negligible or substantial fraction of differences among species?

When they occur, are they driven by strong positive selection or

are they fine-tunings of minor consequence to fitness? In Drosophila,

perhaps the most studied taxon in these respects, there are

conflicting accounts regarding the intensity of selection driving

adaptations [1–4] but accumulating lines of evidence suggest that

adaptation may be prevalent [5–7].

The evidence is based primarily on two kinds of signatures that

beneficial substitutions leave in their wake. The first is an excess of

divergence at functional sites compared to that expected under

neutrality, detected using the approach introduced by McDonald

and Kreitman [8–11]. Numerous studies based on extensions of

this approach indicate that approximately one in two amino acid

and one in five non-coding differences between Drosophila species

may be adaptive [7,11–14]. These findings remain tentative,

however, because other factors, and notably plausible demograph-

ic scenarios, could cause a substantial overestimation of the

fraction of beneficial substitutions [7,8,15–17]. Moreover, Mc-

Donald-Kreitman based approaches can provide only very limited

information about the strength of positive selection.

The second footprint of adaptation is in diversity patterns.

When a rare or new allele is favored and fixes in the population, it

drags closely linked neutral alleles to loss or fixation. This

‘‘selective sweep’’ leads to a transient reduction in levels of neutral

diversity around a beneficial substitution, where the size of the

affected region decreases with the recombination rate and

increases with the intensity of positive selection [18–20]. In

accordance with a model of recurrent selective sweeps, levels of

synonymous diversity across the genomes of a number of Drosophila

species increase with rates of crossing over [21–23] and decrease

with increasing numbers of amino acid substitutions [2,3].

Making reliable inferences about adaptation based on these

relationships has been challenging, with two decades of effort

focused on distinguishing the effects of positive selection from

those of background (i.e., purifying) selection and from possible

mutagenic effects of recombination [5,24–29]. By necessity,

previous studies relied on limited summaries of the data, thereby

losing much of the information carried by the spatial signature of
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beneficial fixations. In particular, measurements of diversity,

recombination, and functional divergence were taken in arbitrarily

chosen window sizes, making it harder to distinguish the effects of

adaptation from other evolutionary forces [29,30], and likely

biasing estimates of adaptive parameters of interest (e.g., the rate

and intensity of selection) [7]. As an illustration, based on the

relationship between diversity levels and amino acid divergence

seen in 100 kb windows, Macpherson et al. [3] inferred few

beneficial amino acid substitutions with a large selective coefficient

of ,1%; in contrast, focusing on the same relationship in

individual genes, Andolfatto [2] inferred many beneficial amino

substitutions with a selective coefficient of ,1023%; the two

studies differed in other regards, but the disparate conclusions may

reflect in part the choice of window size [7]. In summary, despite

accumulating evidence that adaptation may be widespread in

Drosophila, we still lack characterizations that capture genome-wide

signatures that are specific to adaptive evolution and do not rely on

an a priori choice of scale.

Results/Discussion

Here, we take advantage of genome-wide variation data from

Drosophila in order to produce a readily interpretable character-

ization of the effects of positive selection that overcomes a number

of limitations. To do so, we consider the average level of neutral

diversity as a function of distance from amino acid substitutions.

Our reasoning is as follows: Beneficial amino acids that fixed in the

recent evolutionary past (,Ne generations [20]) should create a

trough in diversity levels around them, whereas amino acid

substitutions that were selectively neutral or occurred farther in the

past should have little effect on diversity patterns. If we consider

the effects of all amino acid substitutions in the genome jointly,

and a non-negligible fraction of amino acid fixations were favored

– as McDonald-Kreitman based estimates suggest – then we

should expect a trough in the average level of neutral diversity

around amino acid substitutions. The depth of this trough is

expected to increase with the fraction of beneficial amino acid

substitutions, and its width will reflect the intensity of selection

driving these substitutions. In contrast to previous approaches, this

characterization does not depend on an a priori choice of window

size, and captures much more of the footprint of adaptive

substitutions.

To generate this plot, we use autosomal amino acid substitutions

on the lineage leading from the common ancestor of Drosophila

simulans and D. melanogaster to D. simulans, relying on the genomes of

D. erecta and D. yakuba as outgroups [31]. As a measure of neutral

diversity, we consider the number of synonymous polymorphisms

divided by the overall number of codons at a given distance from

an amino acid substitution. The polymorphism levels in D. simulans

are measured using a recent dataset of six inbred lines [5], down-

sampled to have a uniform sample size of 4 lines at ,50% of the

codons in the genome. Ideally, we would like to plot diversity levels

as a function of genetic distance from amino acid substitutions,

since the expected reduction in diversity depends on genetic rather

than physical distance from the selected loci. Since there are no

high-resolution estimates of recombination rates in D. simulans, we

use physical distance instead, but consider only regions for which

the homologous regions in D. melanogaster have an estimated

recombination rate above 0.75cM/Mb. The collated plot in

Figure 1A (red) thus obtained is averaged over n = 26,834 amino

acid substitutions.

Because the plot is constructed by conditioning on a substitution

at the center, diversity patterns could be distorted even in the

absence of adaptive evolution. Namely, if mutation rates vary

across the genome then they might, on average, be elevated near

substitutions. Considering the average synonymous divergence

between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba as a proxy for the mutation

rate confirms this expectation, as it reveals a small increase near

substitutions (Figure 1B). To correct for this elevation in rates, we

divide the average level of diversity around amino acid

substitutions at a given distance by the average divergence

(Figure 1C). Moreover, as a control, we compare the patterns

around amino acid substitutions with plots that were constructed

analogously but around synonymous substitutions instead

(Figure 1A–1C: black) [28].

As predicted by a model of recurrent selective sweeps, we find a

clear reduction in diversity levels around amino acid substitutions

relative to the synonymous control. This reduction is statistically

significant within a window of ,15kb around amino acid

substitutions (at the 1% level, as assessed by bootstrapping; see

Text S1). Farther from substitutions, where sweeps are unlikely to

have an effect on diversity, the curves for synonymous and amino

acid substitutions are indistinguishable. This pattern is robust to

the effects of synonymous codon usage bias (Figure 4 in Text S1),

as well as to changes in the recombination rate threshold (Figure 5

in Text S1), and to the choice of outgroup used to correct for the

mutation rate (not shown). In addition, we see similar patterns

when we examine the substitutions that occur on any one of the

autosomal chromosome arms (Figure 6 in Text S1).

This pattern is a distinctive signature of adaptive evolution.

Demographic processes would not lead to systematically decreased

diversity around amino acid substitutions. In turn, for background

selection to generate the observed trough centered on amino acid

substitutions, its effects in regions of the genome with moderate to

high recombination rates would have to be strong enough to lead

to both a substantial reduction in diversity and to the fixation of

many weakly deleterious amino acid mutations. Modeling

indicates that, given plausible parameters for Drosophila, this is

highly unlikely [32].

Our analyses also reveal that amino acid substitutions are

clustered near one another (Figure 2A: red). This clustering is

greater and more localized than the clustering of synonymous

Author Summary

Characterizing the nature of beneficial changes to the
genome is essential to our understanding of adaptation.
To do so, researchers identify and analyze footprints that
beneficial changes leave in patterns of genetic variation
within and between species. In order to teach us about
adaptive evolution, these footprints need to be specific to
positive selection as well as rich enough to allow for
reliable inferences. Here, we identify such a footprint: a
pronounced trough in the average levels of genetic
diversity surrounding amino acid substitutions throughout
the D. simulans genome. Based on this pattern, we infer
that approximately 13% of amino acid substitutions were
beneficial, a minority of which (3%) conferred a large
selective advantage of nearly 0.5% and the majority of
which (10%) conferred a much smaller advantage of about
0.01%. These findings offer insights into the distribution of
selection effects driving beneficial changes to the D.
simulans genome and suggest how the widely varying
estimates obtained in previous studies of Drosophila may
be reconciled. Moreover, the approach that we introduce
is readily applicable to other taxa and thus should help to
gain important insights into how the rate and strength of
adaptive evolution vary depending on life-history, popu-
lation size, and ecology.

Diversity around Substitutions Reveals Adaptation
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substitutions around amino acid substitutions (Figure 2A: black),

implying that it is caused by more than the spatial distribution of

exons in the genome and an elevated mutation rate near amino

acid substitutions. The difference between the clustering of amino

acid and synonymous substitutions further suggests that variation

in constraint and possibly in adaptability among and within genes

contribute to the pattern for amino acid substitutions ([33]; also

see Text S1).

Aside from being an interesting finding in itself, this clustering

could influence the observed reduction in diversity. If two amino

acid substitutions occur in close proximity and one led to a recent

selective sweep, the reduction in diversity that it caused will also be

observed around the other substitution. This effect will reduce

diversity around both non-synonymous and synonymous substitu-

tions, but it will have a larger effect around amino acid

substitutions because the density of amino acid substitutions

nearby is on average greater (Figure 2A). Indeed, the level of

synonymous diversity decreases strongly with the density of amino

acid substitutions surrounding a substitution (Figure 2B; Figure 8

in Text S1; Spearman’s r = 20.93 for amino acid substitutions

and r = 20.88 for synonymous substitutions; p,10215 for both),

consistent with previous studies [2,3]. We also find, however, that

the average level of synonymous diversity around amino acid

substitutions is consistently lower than that around synonymous

substitutions when the two are matched for the density of amino

acid substitutions in their vicinity (Figure 2B; Figure 8 in Text S1;

signs test p,1024). In other words, there is a substantial relative

reduction in diversity around amino acid substitutions that is not

explained by the amplifying effects of clustering.

In addition to providing compelling evidence for the prevalence

of beneficial amino acid substitutions, the collated plot carries

information about selection parameters, as the shape of the trough

in diversity is indicative of the rate of adaptive protein evolution

and of the distribution of selective effects of fixations. To learn

about these parameters, we develop a coalescent-based model for

average diversity levels as a function of distance from an amino

acid substitution, accounting for their clustering (see Text S1).

Using this model, we infer adaptive parameters by jointly

maximizing the composite-likelihood of diversity patterns as a

function of different distances from the focal substitution (i.e., the

likelihood of points along the entire curve), thus mining a richer

summary of the data than previous approaches. When we assume

that a fraction a of beneficial substitutions were driven by a

selection coefficient s and the rest were neutral, we estimate that

,5% of the substitutions were beneficial with a relatively strong

selection coefficient of ,0.4% (Table 5 in Text S1). Using a

Gamma distribution for the selection coefficients, a increases to

,6.5% and the average selection coefficient remains similarly

high; despite the additional parameter, the likelihood is barely

higher (Table 5 in Text S1). These estimates are relatively

insensitive to assumptions about other parameters (with the

exception of the assumptions about recombination rates, as

discussed below); in particular, simulations suggest that the

estimated strength of selection is robust to demographic assump-

tions (see Text S1 for details).

A visual comparison suggests a reasonable fit of these models to

the data (Figure 3A). However, the inference based on models with

one selection coefficient, or even a Gamma distribution of

coefficients, might be dominated by the broad features of the

plot, such that any narrower trough caused by beneficial

substitutions with weaker selection coefficients could be over-

looked. A closer look around the focal substitutions supports this

notion, revealing a small trough inside the main trough, on the

scale of several hundred bps, which is not captured by either of the

two models (Figure 3B). We therefore consider another model,

with two beneficial selection coefficients. Using it, we estimate that

Figure 1. The footprint of beneficial amino acid substitutions in neutral levels of diversity. A. Average synonymous diversity level in D.
simulans as a function of distance from amino acid (red) and synonymous (black) substitutions in the D. simulans lineage. B. Average synonymous
divergence between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba (a proxy for the mutation rate) as a function of distance from amino acid (red) and synonymous
(black) substitutions. C. Synonymous diversity levels divided by divergence as a function of distance from amino acid (red) and synonymous (black)
substitutions (see Text S1). The curves in A–B were smoothed with LOESS on the left and right of substitutions separately, and C was calculated as a
ratio of the value after smoothing (see Text S1). The gray sleeves represent the standard error of the mean of the synonymous control (black curve)
estimated from 1000 bootstraps and smoothed by LOESS as above (see Text S1). D. A Manhattan plot of the one tailed p-value (on a logarithmic
scale) testing the hypothesis that the average diversity divided by the average divergence around amino acid substitutions is the same as that around
synonymous substitutions (shown in C). Results are shown as a function of distance from the substitution (based on 1000 bootstraps and calculated
in bins of 0.5 kb; see Text S1 for details).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001302.g001
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,13% of the substitutions were beneficial, ,3% with a large

selective advantage of ,0.5% and the rest with a much weaker

effect, of approximately one hundredth of a percent (Table 5 in

Text S1). A mixture model with two exponentials reveals a similar

picture: ,4% of substitutions are estimated to come from a

distribution with a mean selective coefficient of ,0.5% and 11%

from a distribution with a mean of ,4?1025 (Table 5 in Text S1).

Importantly, both models provide a substantially better fit to the

data (Table 5 in Text S1) and they capture the smaller as well as

the larger troughs in diversity (Figure 3A and 3B). In turn,

estimates under a model with three beneficial selective coefficients

are similar to those obtained in model with only two and offer no

improvement to the fit (Table 5 in Text S1). Taken together, these

findings indicate that selective sweeps are driven by two classes of

beneficial fixations: a minority with large beneficial effects that

account for most of the reduction in diversity and a majority with

much weaker effects. Moreover, they help explain why previous

inferences based on the signatures of sweeps in Drosophila yielded

markedly different estimates (ranging over three orders of

magnitudes) [1–4].

Our estimates of the fraction of beneficial amino acid

substitutions (,13%) are on the same order of magnitude but

lower than previous McDonald-Kreitman based estimates (,50%;

cf. [7]). Some of this difference might arise from violations of the

assumptions on which the inferences rely; in particular, in our

approach, that adaptive parameters have remained constant in the

D. simulans lineage, or in McDonald-Krietman based inferences,

that the efficacy of purifying selection has not changed markedly

[8,16,34].

An intriguing alternative is that the two approaches are actually

estimating parameters of somewhat different modes of adaptation.

Our inference is based on the effects of beneficial substitutions that

arise from new mutations and likely misses some contribution of

adaptation from standing variation. Specifically, a subset of

beneficial substitutions could stem from previously neutral or

deleterious alleles that were segregating in the population before a

change in the environment rendered them beneficial. If these

alleles were young when the environment changed, they would still

generate the signature of a selective sweep and contribute, at least

partially, to our estimated fraction of beneficial substitutions. This

is likely for alleles that were previously deleterious and at

mutation-selection balance, but also possible for neutral alleles

[35–37]. If, however, the segregating alleles were older when they

became beneficial and at higher frequency in the population, they

would lead to a negligible effect on diversity and would therefore

not contribute to the signature on which our inference relies.

These beneficial substitutions would nonetheless contribute to an

excess of non-synonymous divergence compared to the neutral

expectation, and should therefore be picked by the McDonald-

Kreitman based inferences, leading to higher estimates of adaptive

substitutions than obtained by our approach. Other modes of

adaptation, such as polygenic selection, may also contribute

differentially to the two inference methodologies [38].

We note that a current limitation of our inference is its reliance

on rough estimates of the recombination rate, and its assumption

of a constant rate per base. In the logistic approximation to the

trajectory of a beneficial allele, the expected reduction in diversity

as a function of distance from the beneficial substitution depends

on s/r, where s is the selection coefficient and r is the genetic

distance to the substitution (Equation 2 in Text S1). This implies,

for example, that if our inference relies on a recombination rate

consistently two-fold greater than the real rate, our estimated

selection coefficient will be two-fold overestimated (see Table 3 in

Text S1). We therefore consider our estimates of selection

coefficients to be rough approximations. In addition, heterogeneity

in the recombination rate, such as is known to exist in other taxa

(e.g., [39,40]), could also affect our inferences. The heterogeneity

Figure 2. The reduction in diversity around amino acid
substitutions, controlling for clustering. A. The density of amino
acid (red) and synonymous (black) substitutions as a function of distance
from an amino acid substitution. The synonymous density was multiplied
by 0.4 (the ratio of the average amino acid to the average synonymous
densities) in order to make the comparison of densities more transparent.
B. A comparison between the average diversity levels around amino acid
(red) and synonymous substitutions (black) as a function of the density of
amino acid substitutions in their vicinity. Diversity levels and density of
amino acid substitutions were measured in a window size of 1kb
centered at the substitution under consideration. C. The numbers of
amino acid (red) and synonymous substitutions (black) used to estimate
the average diversity levels at each density.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001302.g002
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would have to be of a highly specific nature in order to account for

our finding of two markedly different scales of selection

coefficients, but at the moment, we cannot rule out the possibility.

For these reasons, it would be important to revisit the inference

once we possess high-resolution genetic maps in D. simulans.

In summary, our findings establish a distinctive, genome-wide

signature of adaptation in D. simulans, suggesting that many amino

acid substitutions are beneficial and are driven by two classes of

selective effects. Enabled by a richer summary of diversity patterns

that avoids an a priori choice of scale, these conclusions offer a

coherent interpretation of the results of previous inferences. It will

now be interesting to see whether similar findings emerge in other

Drosophila species, which vary in their recombination rates,

effective population sizes, and ecology.

Materials and Methods

Data
We reconstructed the sequence of the ancestor of D. melanogaster

and D. simulans in order to identify substitutions along the D.

simulans lineage. For that purpose, we use a four species alignement

from the 12 Drosophila genomes project [31] consisting of D.

simulans, D. melanogaster, D. yakuba and D. erecta, and removed

codons containing gaps in either of them. We then inferred the

ancestral sequences using PAML, with the CODEML model and

the ((D. mel, D. sim), (D. yak, D. ere)) tree [41]. To measure

polymorphism levels at coding regions of the D. simulans genome,

we used resequencing data from six inbred lines of D. simulans and

their alignment with D. melanogaster [5]. We applied quality control

filters and randomly down-sampled the remaining codons to four,

in order to maintain a uniform sample size in measuring

polymorphism. In the end, we retained ,50% of all protein-

coding DNA. Unless otherwise noted, our analysis was performed

on data from autosomal regions, for which the sex-averaged

recombination rate in the homologous region of D. melanogaster was

greater than 0.75cM/Mb (using the genetic map as in [3]). See

Section 1 in Text S1 for more details.

Construction of the collated plot
We used synonymous polymorphisms to measure the average

levels of diversity as a function of distance from amino acid and

synonymous substitutions along the D. simulans lineage. To

measure the average level of diversity at distance x, we divided

the number of codons segregating for a synonymous polymor-

phism by the overall number of codons observed in the D. simulans

polymorphism dataset at distance x from one of the amino acid (or

synonymous) substitution. In order to control for variation in the

neutral mutation rate around substitutions, we calculated the

average synonymous divergence around both amino acid and

synonymous substitutions. For that purpose, we identified

synonymous substitutions between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba

and measured the average level of divergence at distance x by

dividing the number of codons exhibiting a synonymous

substitution between D. melanogaster and D. yakuba by the overall

number of codons observed in the alignment of these species at

distance x from one of the amino acid (or synonymous)

substitutions. For further details and the robustness analysis, see

Sections 2–4 in Text S1.

Inference method
The shape of the collated plot around amino acid substitutions

carries information about the rate of adaptive protein evolution

and the intensity of selection driving it, two parameters of long-

standing interest. To learn about these parameters, we developed a

model describing the expected neutral diversity levels around

substitutions, which relies on Gillespie’s pseudohitchhiking coales-

cent model [42]. We then used a composite likelihood approach

[43] to estimate the parameters. For a description of the approach

and assessments of its reliability, see Section 6 in Text S1.

Supporting Information

Text S1 Supporting information: text, figures, and tables.

Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001302.s001 (0.61 MB

DOC)

Figure 3. The fit of recurrent selective sweep models to diversity patterns around amino acid substitutions. A. Observed and predicted
curves for the average synonymous heterozygosity as a function of distance from amino acid substitutions. The curve based on the data (black) was
smoothed using LOESS with a span of 0.5 and divided by divergence, as in Figure 1. The predicted curves correspond to maximum likelihood
estimates based on different distributions of beneficial selection coefficients: ‘‘1 point’’ corresponds to a single selection coefficient (blue); ‘‘Gamma’’
to a Gamma distribution (green); ‘‘2 point’’ to two selection coefficients (red); ‘‘2 exponentials’’ to a mixture of two exponentials (orange). B. A close-
up on distances up to 4 kb. To reveal more detail of the observed curve on this scale, we used LOESS smoothing with a smaller span of 0.002. See
Text S1 for further details.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001302.g003
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